A reliable network of rain gauges is a crucial component of rainfall estimation in a watershed. To provide a better evaluation method for rain-gauge networks, a new evaluation method using average inter-gauge correlation coefficients (averaged CC) for estimating an effective radius for each rain gauge was developed. In this study, averaged CCs were obtained from the values of inter-gauge correlation coefficients after choosing a minimum number of rainfall data sets as a threshold. The Nam River Basin (2400 km 2 ) and its 24 rain gauges were selected with 8 years (2003 -2010) rainfall data to validate a new evaluation method. In the spatial correlation coefficient fitting process for generating correlation distances, averaged CCs increased fitness accuracy (maximum 37%) in terms of coefficient of determination (R 2 ) compared with a commonly used method (the last value of the inter-gauge correlation coefficient as the number of data sets is increased: last CC). In the evaluation of effective radii for 8 years, the robustness of the averaged CCs was supported by lower standard deviations for all rain gauges. For the optimum coverage of rainfall estimation in terms of effective radius, the Nam River Basin requires 20 rain gauges. Investigation of altitude effects presented that the effective radii were minimally influenced by the altitude of rain-gauge locations for this area.
INTRODUCTION
Precipitation estimation is essential for hydrologic modeling of physical phenomena to mitigate flood hazards. Precipitation uncertainty due to spatiotemporal distribution strongly influences flood forecasting and warnings associated with incorrect flow simulations (Berndtsson and Niemczynowicz 1988; Morin et al. 1995; Johnson et al. 1999; Tsintikidis et al. 2002; Younger et al. 2009; Arnaud et al. 2011) . In particular, mountainous regions require more reliable precipitation estimation because the interaction between mountainous terrain and the atmosphere increases the variability of precipitation patterns and the precipitation amounts related to the mesoscale precipitation process (Krajewski and Georgakakos 1994; Wheater et al. 2000) . To account for the temporal and spatial variability of precipitation, there are several advanced approaches such as weather radar, satellite rainfall estimation algorithms, and numerical weather models. However, most cases require a validation and calibration process with measured rainfall data from existing rain gauges to reduce the measurement errors (Frei and Schär 1998; Pardo-Igúzquiza 1998; Adler et al. 2001; McCollum et al. 2002; Berne et al. 2004; Xie et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2008; Piman and Babel 2013) . In addition, some studies combined the remotely sensed data with rain-gauge measurements for better estimates of point or areal rainfalls (Krajewski 1987; North et al. 1991) . Therefore, reliable rainfall measurements at rain gauges are still necessary to elucidate the spatiotemporal variability of precipitation.
To improve the accuracy of rainfall estimation for watersheds using rain gauges, a network of rain gauges has been studied using various evaluation methods. Entropy of rainfall observations based on variable uncertainties was applied for the assessment of rain-gauge network evaluation (Al-Zahrani and Husain 1998; Chen and et al. 2008 ). Rationalization based on multivariate analyses was used to eliminate rain-gauge redundancy for the optimum rain-gauge network (Burn and Goulter 1991) . Geostatistical frameworks have been utilized for optimal distribution of the rain-gauge monitoring network, because these can produce unbiased estimators with minimum error variance (Tsintikidis et al. 2002; Barca et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2008; Chebbi et al. 2011 ). In the geostatistical applications, Bastin et al. (1984) and Kassim and Kottegoda (1991) used the iterative manner to select rain-gauge locations associated with minimum kriging variance. Pardo-Igúzquiza (1998) applied a geostatistical variance-reduction method with simulated annealing as an optimization tool for an optimal network design to obtain areal averages of rainfall events. Inter-gauge correlation is also useful in rain-gauge network design to find the optimal spacing of rain gauges. In the application of inter-gauge correlation, Ciach and Krajewski (2006) analyzed the spatial correlation structure in small-scale rainfall using a dense cluster of rain gauges. They evaluated the effect of time-scale range, inter-storm variability, and rainfall intensity. Furthermore, to characterize the spatiotemporal variability of the rainfall intensity, Ha and Yoo (2007) used the inter-station correlation coefficient of the rainfall intensity derived from the mixed bivariate rainfall distribution. Based on the use of inter-gauge correlation, the purpose of this study is to assess a rain-gauge distribution to increase capability and efficiency in rainfall measurements. The newly developed average inter-gauge correlation coefficient (averaged CC) was applied to obtain an effective radius for each rain gauge with the rain-gauge boundary for its effective area of precipitation measurement. Applications of the averaged CCs are substantially different from those of previous studies. A number of previous studies (Ciach and Krajewski 2006; Yoo and Ha 2007) adopted the last CC values using the total number of rainfall data sets to generate the spatial correlation coefficient diagram. The measured rainfall amount at each rain gauge was used to redistribute pre-existing rain gauges in a semi-mountainous region to enhance the resolution of spatiotemporal changes of precipitation. While estimating effective radii, a comparison between averaged CC and last CC applications presented the improved representation of an effective radius for each rain gauge. In addition, the altitude effects of pre-existing rain gauges in a mountainous region were evaluated.
The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sections: the description of the study area (i.e., the Nam River Basin) and the rainfall data sets; the major functions for the evaluations of rain-gauge distributions; the results and discussion of rain-gauge evaluations along with the altitude effects on rain-gauge measurements; and finally, the conclusions. Figure 1 presents the study region, the Nam River Basin (2400 km 2 ), located in the southern part of the Korean Peninsula. The 24 rainfall gauges within this river basin were evaluated for the correlation of rain gauges, the spatial correlation, and the individual radii of effective areas. For the evaluation of altitude effects based on rain-gauge locations, there are two separate classes of rain gauges: higher altitude (upper case letters) and lower altitude (lower case letters). For evaluation of data sets, hourly rainfall measurements from June to September 2003 -2010 were obtained from the Water Management Information System (WAMIS) through Automated Weather Stations (AWS) in Korea and used to generate the effective radius of each rain gauge (http://www.wamis.go.kr/ eng/main.aspx/). With regard to the rainfall conditions at the two types of rain gauge, three observed rainfall conditions (cases A, B, and C) were defined. In case A, both rain gauges observed positive rainfall for their locations (X > 0 and Y > 0). In case B, only one rain gauge obtained positive rainfall (X > 0 or Y > 0). In case C, both rain gauges are positive but one or both may be zero (X ≥ 0 and Y ≥ 0). For this study, only case A, the most important for flood control, was considered for evaluating the inter-gauge correlation . Some studies summed rainfall data over three or four years to generate the inter-gauge correlation since better inter-gauge correlation depends on more observed rainfall records with an assumption of homogenous rainfall. However, the summed rainfall data for three or four years is not realistic for the Korean Peninsula because this region has at most nine or ten days of consecutive rainfall events. Therefore, 250 hours for one year were chosen as the maximum number of hourly rainfall measurements to estimate the inter-gauge correlation coefficient for case A (X > 0 and Y > 0).
STUDY REGION AND DATA SETS

METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the rain-gauge network, the procedure shown in Fig. 2 was followed. The inter-gauge correlation coefficient was firstly applied to measure the interdependence of the rainfall intensity between two rain-gauge locations (X and Y). Unlike the co-variance or the semi-variogram, the inter-gauge correlation coefficient is a normalized function that is not affected by the sample average-rainfall intensities (Krajewski et al. 2003) . Each rain gauge has inter-gauge correlation coefficients with other rain gauges at various distances. For this study, 24 rain gauges were evaluated, providing 23 inter-gauge correlation coefficients for each rain gauge. If more rainfall data sets belonging to case A (X > 0 and Y > 0) were available, more stable inter-gauge correlation coefficients could be obtained. However, the total number of rainfall data sets was accumulated within the specified duration for the evaluation. The equation for the inter-gauge correlation coefficient ( XY t ) is:
where ] for each distance was developed with the threshold applications on the number of rainfall data. The threshold is an optimum number of rainfall data starting with the steady-state correlation coefficient when rainfall data were added to measure the inter-gauge correlation coefficient as shown in Fig. 3 . If the distance between rain gauges is small enough, a steady-state of correlation coefficient will be reached with a small number of rainfall data to define the relation between any two rain gauges. In contrast, if the distance between rain gauges is large, the steady-state of correlation coefficient will be reached only after a large amount of rainfall data has been added to calculate each inter-gauge correlation coefficient. The final number of rainfall data sets was selected using the correlation coefficient from a pair of rain gauges at the maximum distance to provide a threshold value. The term 'steady state' means that the fluctuation of correlation coefficients is small as more rainfall data are added. The inter-gauge correlation coefficients under the threshold value were discarded for generating averaged CCs. Therefore, the averaged CC for each distance is the mean of the steady-state correlation coefficients above the threshold. These averaged CCs represent similarities in properties between the rain gauges. After generating the averaged CCs, a spatial correlation-coefficient diagram consisting of the relations between the averaged CCs and the distances at each rain gauge was generated. Plotting a spatial correlation coefficient diagram is a prior procedure to estimating the representative correlation distances for the correlogram model using a parametric model fitting process. For this fitting process, the modified-exponential model (Ciach and Krajewski 2006) without the nugget effect (c 0 = 1) was selected to generate the correlation distance (d 0 ), which is a representative value for each rain gauge.
Where, From the representative correlation distance (d 0 ), the radius of the effective area (r) can be generated based on the Nyquist theory using the assumption of a spatially homogenous and isotropic rainfall condition (Yoo et al. 2003) . Consequently, each rain gauge has its own effective radius with respect to the rainfall intensity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spatial Correlation Coefficient Diagram
For each rain gauge in Nam River Basin, there are 23 inter-gauge correlation coefficients. As an example, Fig. 3 presents the inter-gauge correlation coefficients between the Macheon rain gauge and the other 23 rain gauges along with their distance information. The total number of rainfall data for each distance varies due to the requirement of case A (X > 0 and Y > 0). There are 151 and 208 rainfall data sets for rain-gauge distances of 38.3 and 11.4 km, respectively. The nearest rain gauges have more occurrences of case A Fig. 3 . Correlation coefficients at various distances from the Macheon rain gauge with a threshold (number of rainfall data set: 20) application. and a higher correlation coefficient with smaller variations. From Fig. 3 , the approximate steady states of the inter-gauge correlation coefficients start when 20 rainfall data sets are included. The averaged CCs at each distance were generated from an average of the inter-gauge correlation coefficients after 20 rainfall data sets (threshold) were excluded. To present the improvement of representation of effective radius for each rain gauge based on the inter-gauge correlation coefficients, the averaged CCs were compared with the last CCs. Obtained averages of correlation coefficients for each rain-gauge distance were plotted on the spatial correlationcoefficient diagram, which provides the relations between the averaged CCs and the rain-gauge distance (Fig. 4) . A representative correlation distance (d 0 ) for each rain gauge was generated from the fitting process using the modified exponential model as a correlogram (Ciach and Krajewski 2006) . For the fitting process, the sum of squared differences between the inter-gauge correlation coefficient and the modified exponential model were minimized. The Nam River Basin has similar spatial correlation patterns to the study cases of Guam, Florida, and Oklahoma investigated by Krajewski et al. (2003) . For our study, given the limitations of rain-gauge installations, we did not consider random measurement errors of the rain gauges, which can display micro-scale variability (Habib et al. 2001 ). The finalized correlation functions based on the modified exponential model for 24 rain gauges are presented in Table 1 with the finalized correlation distances. These correlation distances are related to the terrain information of the Nam River Basin, because mountainous terrain interacting with atmospheric phenomena can increase the variability of precipitation patterns, which is the main factor affecting inter-gauge correlation. Figure 5a shows the determination coefficients (R 2 ) when the average or last CCs were applied to generate the representative correlation distance of each rain gauge in the spatial correlation-coefficient fitting process. Compared with use of the last CC, the averaged CCs provide the better determination coefficient except for rain gauges A and K, which are classified as higher altitude. The last CCs showed larger fluctuations in the determination coefficient for these 2 stations (~0.6). The averaged CCs can provide a robust way to present the correlation distance for all rainfall events at each location with minimum fluctuations in terms of the determination coefficient. In generating the correlation distances for this study, the shape parameter and nugget effects in Eq. (3) were not considered (i.e., S 0 = 1 and c 0 = 1, respectively). Following the research by Ciach and Krajewski (2006) , the shape parameter should be 1.57, since 1 hour was the temporal scale of rainfall accumulation for the rainfall data set. However, without shape parameters, the determination coefficient was better for all rain gauge locations in the spatial correlation-coefficient fitting process for each rain gauge (Fig. 5b) . When the shape parameter was considered, most rain gauge locations (A -G and K) in the higher altitude class generated determination coefficients of less than 0.5 with smaller fluctuations in their determination coefficients. In contrast, lower altitude rain gauges yielded better determination coefficients, except for three rain gauges (f -h < 0.5), but with larger fluctuations (~0.4). The maximum difference in the determination coefficients was approximately 0.4 in the shape parameter comparison. The size of the compared rain-gauge distance could be the reason for this discrepancy. Ciach and Krajewski (2006) reported that the shape parameter controlled the functional performance in Eq. (3) for small separation distances.
The radius of the effective area for each rain gauge was calculated and plotted in Fig. 6 using Eq. (3). Figure 6a presents the effective radii generated from the correlation distances for the current rain-gauge distribution, displaying both overlapping and/or missed (dark shaded) effective areas. For some missed areas in Fig. 6a , additional rain gauges are necessary to cover the entire area. On the other hand, overlapping areas shown in the southwest part of the map in Fig. 6a should be rearranged to optimize the rainfall estimation. Effective radii with minimum overlapped areas, generated by selecting optimal rain gauges are presented in Fig. 6b . Effective radii in Fig. 6b were regenerated with decreased or increased size after selection. Figure 6c shows the six additional rain gauges needed to cover the entire area based on the effective radii. These additional rain gauges were added discretionally where the coverage of effective radius is required. For the selection of locations for additional rain gauges for the future studies, an optimization function based on the effective radius with minimum overlapped areas should be applied. Because the effective radii were regenerated in Fig. 6b , after all additional rain gauges were added, the effective radii were obtained by using following procedure. [(1) Regenerate average inter-gauge correlation coefficients; (2) plot spatial correlation coefficient diagrams; (3) obtain correlation distances using the correlogram model; (4) recalculate the radius of the effective area for each rain gauge]. The new optimized distribution of rain gauges is presented in Fig. 6c . To validate the robustness of the averaged CC functions, the effective radius for 8 years (2003 -2010) was plotted in Fig. 7 . For the Macheon rain gauge, the size of the effective radius increased from ~7.5 to ~12.5 km when averaged CC functions were employed. The final correlation coefficient showed unusual changes in the effective radius in 2006, which could be because of the limited number of rainfall data sets. If the number of rainfall data sets increased without limitation, the correlation coefficient would be augmented continuously. Therefore, the specified rainfall duration (chosen as 250 hours for this study) to estimate the correlation distance may considerably influence the results. Furthermore, the standard deviations of the effective radius sizes for 8 years at all rain gauges were obtained for both methods (Fig. 8) . The robustness of the averaged CC calculation was clearly supported by a lower standard deviation of the effective radius at each rain gauge than the results obtained from using the last-value CCs. Rain gauge d had the lowest standard deviation difference, though other locations had at least ~3 km difference. In addition, the fluctuations in the standard deviations for all rain gauges were between ~2 and ~3.2 km using the averaged CCs.
Altitude Effects on Radius of Effective Area
The impacts of altitude on the effective radius at each rain gauge are substantial because most parts of the Korean Peninsula are mountainous. The requirements for rain-gauge installation are based on diverse properties of the environment at the potential locations. Previous research found that rainfall patterns depend on mountain characteristics (Carruthers and Choularton 1983) such as slope, which can develop regional clouds containing plenty of rainfall (Barros and Kuligowski 1998) . As such, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO 1994) suggested minimum numbers of rain gauges for a region based on the location type. Plains should have one rain gauge per 600 -900 km 2 while mountainous areas should have one rain gauge per 100 -250 km 2 . The study area, the Nam River Basin, has 24 rain gauges with altitudes between 55 and 860 m. To study the effects of altitude on the radius of effective area, the data were divided into two classes (twelve higher and twelve lower than the median altitude of 360 m of the rain gauges). In each category, the average distances for each rain gauge to the others were measured. The measured average distances were compared between the higher and lower altitude classes to select a pair with comparable average distances (Tables 2 and 3 ). This pair was compared in terms of the radius of effective area to see the effect of altitude. Based on this controlled condition, the altitudes of rain gauges could be a major contributor of the magnitude Fig. 7 . Effective radius at Macheon rain gauge for 8 years. of the effective radius of the selected pair. Figure 9 compares the effective radii between lower and higher rain-gauge locations. In this analysis, the higher altitude rain gauges generally had larger effective radii except for three pairs (4, 8, and 17) . Pair 6 has the largest difference in effective radius of around 4.6 km. The largest effective radius can be found at rain gauge F at the higher altitude location. The reason for the lower altitude having a lower effective radius in the Nam River Basin might be due to the terrain shape. In particular, some lower altitude rain gauges are surrounded by mountains, which can reduce the correlation between other rain gauges at lower elevations. In addition, Lim and Lee (1994) found that higher altitude areas in a mountainous region can have more rainfall because of orographic effects producing cumulative cloud clusters with substantial amounts of rainfall. A larger amount of rainfall can cause higher correlation coefficients and larger effective radii (Fig. 7) .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To minimize flood damage in mountainous areas, accurate rainfall measurements are required. For better rainfall measurements, a new method (i.e., averaged CC) was developed to evaluate rain gauge distributions when both rain gauges satisfy Case A (X > 0 and Y > 0). Rain gauge distributions generated by averaged CC were compared Table 3 . Pairs of the comparisons from lower to higher rain gauges (all indices include mean distance in km).
with those produced using the last CC. The procedure to find the effective radius of each rain gauge using averaged CC was as follows: first, the inter-gauge correlation coefficient between each pair of rain gauges was calculated while increasing of number of rainfall data sets by expanding the time range. From the inter-gauge correlation coefficient, averaged CCs were obtained after adopting a threshold. The generated averaged CCs were plotted in a spatial correlation-coefficient diagram with distance information. An estimate of the correlation distance at each rain gauge was then obtained. Based on the correlation distances for every rain gauge, the effective radii were produced and plotted to show the effectiveness of the rain-gauge distribution. The method was evaluated on the Nam River Basin located in the southern part of South Korea using hourly rainfall data. In the procedure for calculating correlation distances, the new method provided a lower coefficient of determination compared to when the last CC and shape parameters were applied. A threshold number of rainfall data sets must be used to calculate the averaged CCs because near steady-state correlation coefficients are required to define the characteristics of rain gauges. For this study, the threshold was the first 20 rainfall data sets following highly fluctuating correlation coefficients. In comparing performances for eight years (2003 -2010) , the averaged CCs had a lower standard deviation for every rain gauge than when last CCs were used. Based on the effective radii using averaged CCs, the Nam River Basin requires six new rain gauges to adequately cover the whole area. Rain gauges at higher elevations show larger effective radii than those at lower elevations.
